Intimidator Spot
Duo 155
Intimidator Spot Duo 155 is a bright, compact, and
lightweight LED moving head, perfect for mobile applications.
Rely on it to energize any dance floor with fast and precise
movements, crisp optics and even output. Built-in
performance features like separate color and gobo wheels,
ultrasmooth dimming and adjustable strobe speed enhance
any light show. Minimize programming time with built-in
movement macros, move-in-black features and soundactivated and automated programs that can generate a
synchronized show in master/slave mode. This user-friendly
fixture also offers individual reset of pan/tilt, color, and gobo.
Multiple units can be power linked to save time running
cables and extension cords. Fits best in the CHS-DUO VIP
Gear Bag.
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Highlights
Two powerful Intimidator™ Spot LED 155 moving heads pre-mounted on a single bar
Safely mounts on tripods using the built-in pass-through hole
Generate a synchronized show in Master/Slave mode with up to 2 units
Bright compact and lightweight LED moving heads perfect for mobile applications
Increase design flexibility and effects with separate color and gobo wheels
Enhance any light show with super smooth dimming and adjustable strobe speed
Minimize programming time with separate built-in movement macros for sound and
automated modes

Truss mounting option using
clamps

Save time running cables and extension cords by power linking multiple units

Mounts on tripods using the
built-in pass-through hole
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Specifications
DMX Channels: 10, 17 or 20
DMX Connectors: 3-pin XLR
Pan and Tilt: 360°/270°
Pan and Tilt Ranges: 180°, 360° pan/90°, 180°, 270° tilt
Colors: 9 + white, split colors, continuous scroll at variable speeds
Gobos: 9 + open (9 metal), continuous scroll at variable speeds
Light Source: 2 LEDs (white) 32 W (2.3 A), 50,000 hours life expectancy
Strobe Rate: 0 to 17 Hz
PWM Frequency: 1,300 Hz
Beam Angle: 15°
Illuminance: 5,550 lux @ 2 m
Power Linking: 3 units @ 120 V; 7 units @ 230 V
Input Voltage: 100 to 240 VAC, 50/60 Hz (auto-ranging)
Power and Current: 140 W, 2 A @ 120 V, 60 Hz 138 W, 1 A @ 230 V, 50 Hz
Weight: 19.8 lb (9 kg)
Size: 21.5 x 6.5 x 11.4 in (546 x 165 x 290 mm)
Approvals: CE

What's Included
Power Cord
Hanging Bracket with Mounting Hardware
Warranty Card
Quick Reference Guide
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